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PERFECTION MINISTRY TRAINING INSTITUTE OF DISCIPLESHIP 

THE PMTI MANIFESTO 

 
1) Perfection ministry will continue to register interested students who 
succeed in the PMTI program to complete their studies for a masters in 
Christian science (MSc Christian Science) with affiliated university 
institutions. All successful students PMTI will be encouraged to register and 
complete the study. 
 
2) After completing modules 1-4, perfection ministry will award you the 
PMTI certificate and will use your knowledge in any relevant area of its 
Ministry projects. 

 
3) The write-up below describes the different topics learnt to complete the 
course of MSc/PhD in Christian Science. 
We shall officially launch these courses and inform you to register for the 
selection exercise. 

 

MSc/PhD in Christian Science. 

MOTIVATION 

Perfection ministry teaches the hearts of men to adopt a civilization of 

faith and patience towards achieving the results of spiritual promises in Christ 

(Luke 8:15 But that on the good ground are they, which in an honest and good 

heart, having heard the word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience). 

Under our supervision the ministry directs the course masters to adopt the spirit 

of this training which must seek to put to shame every scientific addition that 

stands against what Christianity teaches. I understand there are many qualified 

people (even more than I seem to be) but I’m seriously thinking with the Holy 

Spirit defending my position presently that there is a lot to be learnt without the 

world’s books.  

The later days will see more of the Holy Spirit at work in the children of 

God and if that be so, then many more people will understand the things we 

teach. I also know that people in the academia tend to respect research which 

we will provide more through our coordinated studies. This will serve to orient 
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many people towards seeking spiritually motivated guidance which is our 

responsibility to give. This spiritual directives are useful first for our own 

understanding in the end times and then for the rest of the uncivilized and 

untamed world. 

REVIEW OF RELEVANCE 

For a long time now, I have observed the training offered to many 

students around the world in various domains and including the social sciences. 

One important thing has remained clear to me. A lot of the things taught in these 

circles are of doubtful originality (from the word or from the world’s 

perspective). They represent a search for things sometimes unnecessary like a 

running after some wind.  

I’m also concerned that many assumptions so used to explain scientific 

facts often cannot rival those from the bible if presented in scientific language 

or more precisely “scientific jargon”. The euphemism surrounding the corridors 

of science today totally wipes out from the minds of mere men any other 

thing/idea/formula that could succeed without passing through their preset 

laboratory or methodology. This is an error of pride that is confirmed even 

without a test. 

The sciences as we all know makes use of several assumptions to explain 

proposed models of how certain things work in the universe based on the 

subjective judgement ascribed to experiences and close observations. Many of 

these assumptions fall short of a lot of substance. Take for example the subject 

of evolution that is almost unanimously adopted and issued on a platter of gold 

as a part of the foundational sciences. It is fully founded on a “hidden belief” 

that things will transform if allowed enough time to undergo the necessary 

mutations. Long enough to allow an inexistent observer the time to make 

tangible conclusions. Human beings while observing similarities in the creation 

should be humble with conclusions that mislead and orient earthlings towards 

a civilization of nothingness. 

Recently, I was surprised to see that a lot of research has been done on 

the viruses such as the viral sequencing techniques. As a scientist myself, I agree 

that this has given a lot of weight behind the evolution theory but I disagree 

there is any evidence great enough to dispute the presence of God.  
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THE BIBLICAL RECALL 

WHY ALWAYS THE BIBLE? There is enough organized knowledge in the bible 

which has the potential to generate rational information to explain the universe 

based on other assumptions not particularly as explained by even the creationist 

but by the word of God. It is a different dictum standing tall on its own right. 

That information is a body of knowledge that mankind needs to study using 

perhaps the same directed scientific methodology adopted by the social 

sciences. Although any Holy Ghost filled Christian will understand and belief 

what is taught by the Christian sciences, we allow other religions and atheist 

organizations the laxity to prove us wrong if our methods that produce results 

differ in any way with theirs. 

I have had the opportunity to differ online with people of many religions and the 

unbelief systems that plague the believing elites of our planet and found out a 

horrifying fact that many things held high in these circles emanate from strong 

theories proposed and explained by people who in many cases were wrong. 

They just had enough courage (devil’s) to speak loudly and with conviction that 

mean minds were forced to cooperate with them. Their fallacies represent the 

current plague that we must put to slumber in order to level the ground for the 

reality of our common creation to come to its fullness as by the methods of Jesus 

Christ. 

THE PROBLEM 

Unfortunately, we of the Christian family do not get ourselves engaged as much 

in the research environment like the heathens do. Research is a key convincing 

factor in the world of today and would be a backbone of a prevailing movement 

towards the Christian ideology as brought forth by Jesus Christ. Again, we have 

the intrinsic spiritual potential to dominate by prophecy when the Holy Spirit is 

poured out to many in the later days. We therefore expect to see more and more 

people specializing in Christian Sciences and eventually adopting sub specialties. 

Not undermining the work done by many Christian scholars in the various fields 

some of which are inclusive in our curriculum, we have additional revelation 

available to us for teaching especially the Christians (they who can receive this 

knowledge fully). This will completely wipe out threats that manifestly put 
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Christianity among the religions and have no respect for the God that created 

this universe. This fact alone pains my heart (Psalms139:21-22). 

Christian Science 

These courses the Spirit of God will love to minister to trainees on the subject of 

Christian Science are listed. 

 COURSE DESCRIPTION Research areas/questions 
for students 

1 ***HISTORY 
OF THE BIBLE 

This course brings 
students to the 
dynamism of 
understanding the 
particularity of the bible 
as one book against other 
books. Why is the bible 
providing so much 
information and yet is 
rejected. Testimony is a 
common evidence used 
in all law courts yet when 
provided by the bible, it is 
not accepted??? 

Events 
Differences and impacts 
Important dates 
Relating events to bible 
truths. Real people and real 
places today known in the 
bible. 

2 *THE MESSAGE 
OF THE SPIRIT 
VS THE SPIRIT 
OF THE 
MESSAGE 

This course helps the 
students to tolerate 
messages preached 
differently by different 
preachers. Why the 
differences? It also builds 
their potential to retain 
that the HS is boss alone. 
They will be ready to 
pursue new revelation in 
the spirit of unity in one 
body based on one 
progressive original and 
continuous bible 
Spirituality. 

Always one message from 
the HS why many spirits of 
the 
message/Examples/contexts. 
How that God is always 
involved even when accuracy 
is breeched? 

3 *THE ANTI 
CHRIST 

The end of the world as a 
coming event is a serious 

Where/who/when is the 
Anti-Christ. How to stand 
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concern engaged around 
many circles; The 
students will have the 
concrete foundation on 
what/who is anointed, 
why anointed and by 
who. Why is the anointed 
a problem. Who attacks 
the anointed; and learn 
how to emphatically 
ignore anything that is 
not prophecy. 

with the Christ and ignore his 
rival of lies. 
The Christ 

4 PRAYER Prayer is a very important 
subject that people need 
to understand and 
explain always. When 
people quarrel about 
prayer, certainly their 
gods changed in size, 
glory or magnitude. Here 
trainees are given the 
Holy Spirit as reference 
for the Christian prayer. 

Right prayer, why pray who 
prays. Evidence that prayer 
works. 
Hard work against prayer 
declarations 
complementation 

5 **DIVINITY The students are 
trained/given reason to 
respect sacred things as a 
matter of choice. To give 
this choice a chance for 
others to get (soul 
winning). They are 
challenged to think of 
any better choices 
available than seeking to 
be part of life (Jesus).NB 
All participants must 
assume we talk only pro 
Christian. 

Essentially research on God 
and royalty. God’s 
preferences and reflect on 
why his options for man 
are/not accepted by all. 

6 ***SOCIAL 
NETWORKS 

The students are made to 
understand the 
importance of influence. 

Research on how people 
became great (case studies) 
search which communication 
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The greatest influencers 
in all the earth must need 
networks. How they work 
and how to use them 
reach people any time 
anywhere. 

patterns work for different 
people. 

7 EXTREMISM IN 
THE FLESH AND 
IN THE SPIRIT 

We relate knowledge to 
students about why 
some religions think they 
succeed when they 
remain aggressive 
physically. We also show 
here that the power of 
God has been shown to 
function in adversity 
starting with Jesus who 
was killed for the 
Christian example of 
strength. Christian life is 
in the spirit (John 18:36) 

Fighting is always important 
but how important the 
method. Jesus and Christians 
fight by ignoring human 
philosophy. 
The world fights in 
antagonistic to Jesus and 
Heaven. 

8 FORGIVEN OR 
JUSTIFIED 

The students will get to 
see the clear distinction 
between the forgiven 
man and the justified 
man. They are 
introduced to advocating 
a scientific calculation 
based on everything or 
nothing rule. These are 
common hypothesis in 
science. You can win 
everything and lose 
nothing with God. 

Why perfection 
Why love 
Why completeness 
Responsible actions 

9 THE SOUND 
CODE AGAINST 
EVOLUTION 

Everything that has a 
name has a voice and 
relates. The bible against 
belittling anything even a 
single hair on your own 
head. What is 

How does science explain 
energy? Sound and other 
forms of energy. Explaining 
God and creation in sound 
energy 
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creation/creator/Holy 
Spirit? 

10 *TRUTH VS 
FACTS 

Students are taught to 
recognize truth in the 
word of God and see that 
changes in position 
makes science a fact 
factory. Science keeps 
changing opinion about 
things and events. 
Conclusions can be a 
source of danger in the 
social sciences. When to 
abort? etc. 

What is truth? Respected 
Facts in the world. Respected 
truths. Why keep truth closer 
than facts? 

11  ***APPLIED 
SCIENCE IN 
BIBLE 
DECLARATIONS 

Many arguments people 
have against the bible 
come from 
misunderstanding 
scripture. The word of 
God has been conclusive 
in giving accurate 
knowledge on the 
universe at large. This 
course helps us to dig 
scientific calculations 
both on prophesied 
events and also on Jesus. 
Also teach us to 
anticipate future 
prophecy as facts and as 
truths. 

We know that God is always 
accurate. Students shall be 
trained to recognize and 
discuss such knowledge in 
today’s science world.  

12 PHILOSOPHY 
AND THE 
WORD 

I have enough evidence 
to think many world 
philosophers were wrong 
just because what many 
of them said does not tie 
with truth. What did 
philosophers propose 
that stands out against 

Students shall be encouraged 
to research conventional 
philosophy and relate them 
to what the word teaches 
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bible definitions and 
truths.  

 

LECTURERS/COORDINATION 

Teacher profiles and ministry oriented feature shall be balanced against 

required needs for a complete course project. 

**Certain fields that do not require a person is completely Christian; filled with 

the Holy Spirit can be given to lecturers from schools and universities to involve 

conventional experience. By doing this we will ensure that the lectures have an 

originality of the Holy Spirit even if it will not be understood immediately. 

COLLABORATING UNIVERSITY 

Affiliate university/universities with us to facilitate our student training all over 

the world.  

ORGANIZATION OF THE COURSE 

We teach each of these courses theory online every month. This is followed by 

a one or two month face to face sequences of studies. 

The courses shall proceed as follows 

1) Course material is provided to students online including other reference 

materials. 

2) All course material is provided by a course master during a one week 

interaction with students (online). 

3) At the end of the first week, the course master may provide a self-

assessment as part of the final exam.  

4) Students have additional interactions for the rest of the month with a 

course assistant(s) who assist students to work on the assignments.  

5) Lecturers may lecture through skype available to students directly online. 

6) Any questions are addressed through emails of lecturers; 

7) Students are provided supervisors who help them chose research topics 

and help in their research work. 
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8) At the end of each course a multiple choice Questions (MCQs) based on 

the subject material and other relevant insight related with the subject 

online.  

9) After answering and submitting the answers and marks results are 

provided. 

10) Students who do not pass are allowed time to re-take course. 

11) Assignments may be a part of the final scores (30%) 

12) During the one or two month face to face session research and final 

defenses are organized 

13) Participation in visits to some historical sites may also be welcome. 

14) Graduation and award of certificates. 

Christian Teachers wishing to participate in this training programme should send 

their filled applications and CVs through pmti@perfectionministry.org 

Graduation ceremony at an appointed campus. 

 

mailto:pmti@perfectionministry.org

